Overview
Prepared Edge Class Using Apliquick Tools
by Leslee Price

This class will demonstrate all the steps needed to prepare your appliqué pieces using the
Apliquick method.
This technique will be demonstrated step by step and you will actually complete all the pieces
of a flower pattern, including adhering it to a background block ready to appliqué by hand or
machine. The actual appliquéing will not be done in class.
ITEMS TO BRING TO CLASS: (these are available at Painted Pony)
$6.00 kit – required: contains fabric and pattern for project, 1 sheet Print & Piece Fuse Lite,
and handouts
Apliquick Tools – these run approx. $52.00. (stainless steel rods; fork on one allows you to
hold the small piece in place while the other beveled rod is used for manipulating the fabric over
the edge of the foundation paper)
Washable work surface (I have used an appliqué sheet and also a cutting mat - glue WILL
get on it. There is a special black mat that I now use and highly recommend.)
Pencil (I use a mechanical pencil for accuracy when tracing)
Glue Pen AND refills - (I use Sew Line or Quilter's Select - the glue must be water soluble
and safe for fabric)
Fabric Glue - (I use Jillily's Appli-Glue but Roxanne's Glue-Baste-It works, too. It also must
be water soluble and safe for fabric)
Small (4 or 4 1/2") serrated scissors (I use the green handled ones by Karen Kay
Buckley)
OPTIONAL ITEMS
Light box (PP'nQ does have one you can share in class if you don't have one, but if you
plan to do a lot of appliqué, I'd highly recommend you get one)
Wooden glue holder (very handy - I'll show you in class) NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
Note: I have a pattern available to make a holder for your Apliquick tools if you are
interested.

